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Leaves of Absence: The Big Picture
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What is a Leave of Absence?

It could mean many things!

• It could be a job-protected leave under FMLA, CFRA, or PDL (or other state law), a paid 
leave under SDI or PFL (or other state/local law), an unpaid leave, an unprotected leave, 
or a leave pursuant to a company policy

• Each form of LOA comes with different health plan coverage, payment, and other 
compliance issues at the federal, state, and local level

What are the Main Topics Covered?

• What rules apply to maintaining health benefit coverage during a protected leave?

• When can coverage terminate during a protected leave?

• How are benefits restored upon return from a protected leave?

• How does COBRA apply where an employee fails to return from a leave?

• What happens to health coverage during a non-protected leave?

• How can company leave policies be more generous with health benefits than the legal 
requirements without creating carrier issues?

• What about ACA pay or play issues?  What about ADA issues?



Maintaining Active Coverage
Protected Leaves
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Protected Leaves:
Maintaining Coverage

Employers Must Maintain Active Group Health Plan Coverage

• Protected leave includes FMLA, CFRA, PDL, and many other state equivalents

• Employers must maintain active health plan coverage for an employee on a 
protected leave

• Employee cannot be required to pay more than the active employee-share of the 
premium while on protected leave

• Note: You cannot charge employees at the 102% COBRA rate!

• Open enrollment rights apply in the same manner as active employee

Employee Right to Terminate Coverage

• FMLA requires that employees be provided the option to drop health plan 
coverage during the leave (e.g., because employee does not want to pay)

• Section 125 rules permit election change to revoke coverage election during a 
period of unpaid leave

• Coverage will cease for the leave period if employee makes the election to 
terminate coverage

• Upon return, employee still has the right to be reinstated in coverage on same 
terms prior to leave upon return (no waiting period etc.)
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Catch-Up

• Employee agrees in advance to pay for coverage upon return from leave

• Payment is pre-tax via payroll on first or series of paychecks upon return

• Likely not an issue where the leave straddles two years, but unclear

Pre-Pay

• Employee pays for coverage in advance of the leave pre-tax through payroll

• Employee elects to pay all or portion of anticipated leave period on final or 

series of paychecks prior to the leave

Two Limitations:

o Pre-pay cannot be the sole option offered (must offer at least one other)

o Pre-pay not available to pay for coverage in subsequent year

Pay-As-You-Go
• Employee pays for share of coverage in installments during leave

• Where leave is paid, employee can pay pre-tax through payroll

• Where leave is unpaid, employee will pay after-tax (similar to COBRA)

The Section 125 rules provide three ways for employers to administer collection 

of the employee-share of the premium for coverage during an FMLA leave: 

A

B

C

Protected Leaves:
Employee Payment for Coverage
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Protected Leaves:
Terminating Coverage

Employers May Terminate Coverage if Employee Fails to Pay

• Employers can terminate coverage for an employee on FMLA leave if the 
employee is more than 30 days late paying the employee-share of the premium

• Must provide written notice to the employee that payment has not been timely 
received

• Written notice must be mailed at least 15 days before coverage will terminate, 
and it must advise that coverage will terminate on a specific date at least 15 days 
after the letter

Restoring Coverage Upon Return

• Upon return from protected leave, the employer must restore any benefits that 
were terminated during the leave (unless otherwise elected by the employee)

• Restoration requirement applies even if the employee lost coverage for failure to 
pay during the leave

• Employee cannot be required to satisfy the plan’s waiting period (if any) again 
upon return

• However, the employer may recover the employee-share of the premium not paid 
by the employee during the period coverage was in effect
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Protected Leaves:
Failure to Return from Leave

COBRA Rights

• If the employee fails to return from 
protected leave, active coverage will 
generally terminate as of the end of the 
last day of the protected leave (absent a 
company leave policy to extend 
coverage beyond the protected leave 
period) 

• Failure to return from FMLA leave is a 
COBRA qualifying event 

• The employee (and any covered 
spouse/dependent) experiences a 
COBRA qualifying event as of the last 
day of the FMLA leave 

• If coverage terminated prior to the end 
of the protected leave because the 
employee failed to timely pay, there will 
be a coverage gap from the loss of 
coverage until the last day of the FMLA 
leave when the qualifying event occurs

Recovery of Premiums

• Employers have the right to recover the 
employer-share of the premium if the 
employee does not return to work (plus 
any unpaid employee-share)
• Excludes failure to return due to serious 

health condition, military issues, and other 
circumstances beyond employee’s control

• Employee is considered to “return” upon 
completing at least 30 calendar days

• Treated as a debt owed by the non-
returning employee to the employer

Reality Check:

• In some cases, there will be ability to 
recover the debt from vacation/PTO

• Where that’s not an option, rules suggest 
employer may “initiate legal action against 
the employee to recover the costs”

• Would many employers really do that?
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Protected Leaves: 
Account-Based Plans

Health FSA: Group Health Plan with Employee Contributions

• Coverage (i.e., ability to incur reimbursable claims) remains in effect during the 
protected leave period unless the employee revokes coverage

• Contributions handled through one of the three methods outlined on Slide 7 

• Employee on unpaid FMLA leave must have option to revoke health FSA coverage 
(unless catch-up option is offered—in which case employer may require it)

Employee Revokes Health FSA Coverage During Leave:

• Health expenses incurred during the leave period are not eligible for reimbursement

• Upon return, employee has two options:

1) Full Election: Employee resumes election amount in effect before leave and makes 
up the unpaid contributions during leave (but no coverage during leave period)

2) Reduced Election: Employee does not make up the unpaid contributions upon 
return, resulting in lower total election (i.e., coverage) amount available for the year 

HRA: Group Health Plan without Employee Contributions

• Identical ability to incur/reimburse claims while on leave as if active employee

HSA: Not a Group Health Plan

• Not subject to leave laws—may discontinue contributions during leave period
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Protected Leaves:
A Situational Guide for Employers

ABD Federal/California/San Francisco Protected Leave Guide

• Click here for a summary overview of how protected leave laws apply to different situations!

http://pages.theabdteam.com/rs/209-OQW-293/images/2020_ABD_California_Leave_Chart.pdf


Employer Policies to 
Extend Active Coverage
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Non-Protected Leaves:
The Big Picture

What are Non-Protected Leaves?

• Any leave not protected by FMLA, CFRA, PDL (or other state equivalents)

• Many reasons employers may make non-protected leaves available:

– Employer is not subject to FMLA/CFRA

– Employee is not eligible for FMLA/CFRA

– Leaves that extend beyond protected leave period (e.g., longer new child leaves)

– Sabbatical leaves as a way to reward/retain long-term employees

• In many cases, employers will be very accommodating in these situations (i.e., 
provide some form of company leave, not terminate EE for job abandonment)

Plan Eligibility Generally Limited to Full-Time Employees

• Default approach is coverage will terminate for employees not working full-time

• Non-Protected Leave from Outset: Coverage will generally terminate as of the 
start of leave (or end of the month in which the leave begins)

• Transition from Protected to Non-Protected Leave: Coverage will generally 
terminate as of the end of protected leave status (or end of that month)

• COBRA qualifying event occurs in either case:

– Loss of coverage caused by reduction in hours or failure to return from FMLA leave
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Typical Employer Leave Policy:

Continuing Active Coverage

- Insurance carriers (or stop-loss providers 

for self-insured plans) typically permit the 

employer to offer active coverage during 

a non-protected leave period pursuant to 

the employer’s leave policy

- Must be very careful not to extend 

active coverage beyond the period the 

carrier will permit

- That could result in the need for 

employer to self-fund claims (or no stop-

loss coverage)

- Most carriers permit employer policies 

that extend coverage up to six months

Common approach will continue 

active coverage until the later of:

1) The end of the protected leave 

period (if any); or

2) Six months following the start of 

the leave

- Note: Protected leave period can 

extend up to seven months for 

extended pregnancy disability leaves 

followed by CFRA baby bonding

- COBRA rights at end of this period

Important Consideration:

Insurance Carrier Approval

Employers frequently have a leave policy to permit continuation of active health coverage 
during non-protected leaves.  Within limits, carriers will generally permit this policy.

Non-Protected Leaves:
Employer Leave Policy
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Post-Six Months Solution #1

Fully Insured Plan:

COBRA Subsidies

Pay the employee an amount equal to 

the employer-share of the premium 

for active employee (+2%) in 

standard taxable compensation

- This is frequently the only method 

that will avoid creating issues under 

the §105(h) nondiscrimination rules 

that apply only to self-insured plans

- Employer may choose to gross up 

employees to make them whole

- Payment cannot be conditioned on 

the employee electing COBRA

Provide a COBRA subsidy in the 

amount of the employer-share of the 

premium for active employees (+2%)

- Note: The ACA added fully insured 

plan nondiscrimination rules

- Those §2716 rules are currently 

delayed indefinitely until further 

notice from IRS/DOL/HHS

- Employer should consider stating in 

any materials communicating the 

subsidy that it may cease if the rules 

take effect during the subsidy term

Post-Six Months Solution #2

Self-Insured Plan:

Taxable Compensation

Some very generous employers have policies that permit non-protected leaves to extend 
beyond six months.  In that scenario, you need to be sensitive to the insurance carrier (or stop-
loss provider) limitations—they generally will not extend active coverage beyond six months.

Non-Protected Leaves:
Extremely Generous Employers



The Look-Back 
Measurement Method



ACA Complications:
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THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT MEASUREMENT METHODS!

• ALEs subject to the ACA pay or play rules generally may apply either 
measurement method to determine employees’ full-time status:

• The Monthly Measurement Method (MMM); or

• The Look-Back Measurement Method (LBMM)

• These slides primarily address the LBMM because of the complications

• However, you may utilize the MMM and avoid much of this!

• See here for full details on the pros/cons of each measurement method 
depending on your situation: http://www.theabdteam.com/blog/the-dark-
side-of-the-aca-health-information-reporting-industry/

http://www.theabdteam.com/blog/the-dark-side-of-the-aca-health-information-reporting-industry/
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Hours of Service in LBMM

Paid Leave of Absence

Paid leave is considered hours of 
service for purposes of pay or 
play

This is because with paid leave, the 
employee is entitled to payment for 
a period of time during which no 
duties are performed due to the 
leave of absence

Means that a period of paid leave 
will be treated the same as a period 
of active employment duties

When using the look-back 
measurement method, the 
employee will have hours of service 
credited in the measurement period 
for the duration of the paid leave as 
if active or on paid vacation

Unpaid Leave

An unpaid leave of absence that 
does not qualify as “special 
unpaid leave”

In this case, the employee will not 
receive any hours of service credit

When using the look-back 
measurement method, the 
employee will have no hours of 
service for the duration of the 
unpaid leave

If the employee is at or near 30 
hours per week when active, the 
period of unpaid leave could cause 
the average over the course of the 
full measurement period to dip 
below 30—resulting in the 
employee being treated as part-
time for the associated stability 
period

“Special” Unpaid Leave

Unpaid leave that is:

Subject to FMLA

Subject to USERRA; or

On account of jury duty

When using look-back 
measurement method, two options 
for addressing special unpaid leave:

Excluded Period: Exclude the 
period of special unpaid leave 
from the measurement period 
computation by determining the 
employee’s average hours of 
service without the period of 
special unpaid leave

OR

Imputed Hours: Credit the 
employee with hours of service 
during the period of special 
unpaid leave at a rate equal to 
the average weekly hours of 
service for weeks that were not 
part of the special unpaid leave  
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Returning from a LOA (or Rehire)

Break in Service: 13 or 
More Consecutive Weeks

Where the employee did not have an 
hour of service for the company for 
a period of at least 13 consecutive 
weeks

Upon return from leave, the employee 
can be treated as a new employee

The same principles in this case would 
apply to a new hire

If full time, must offer coverage no later 
than the first day of the fourth full 
calendar month to avoid penalties

If variable hour, seasonal, or part-time, 
employer can put the returning 
employee through a new initial 
measurement period before offering 
coverage

Note that the break period must be 26 
weeks to treat the employee as a new 
employee if the employer is an 
educational organization

Break in Service: 
Rule of Parity

Rule of parity applies where the 
break in service is at least four 
consecutive weeks, but shorter than 
13 consecutive weeks (26 weeks for 
educational organization)

Under the rule of parity, a break in 
service occurs if the employee’s period 
of time with no credited hours of 
service is longer than the employee’s 
immediately preceding period of 
employment

For example, employee works three 
weeks for an employer prior to going 
on unpaid leave (not “special”) of ten 
weeks

• The ten-week period with no hours 
of service is a) at least four weeks 
long, and b) longer than the 
immediately preceding three-week 
period of employment

• Under the rule of parity, this is a 
break in service, and the employer 
may treat the employee as a new 
employee upon return

No Break in Service: 
Continuing Employee

Where the period of leave (or period 
between termination and rehire) is 
not a break in service, the returning 
employee must be treated as a 
“continuing employee”

Under the look-back measurement 
method, a continuing employee will 
return to the same status in the stability 
period

This means that if the continuing 
employee returns in a stability period in 
which the employee was being treated 
as full-time before the leave, the 
employee will be treated as full-time 
upon return and through the end of the 
stability period

Continuing full-time employees 
enrolled prior to termination must be 
offered coverage upon first day of 
return, or, if later, as soon as 
administratively practicable

• Rules deem first day of the calendar 
month following return to always 
comply under this standard

18
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General Hours of Service Rules

Treas. Reg. §54.4980H-1(a)(24)

defines an “hour of service” as follows:

(1) Active Duties: Each hour for which 

an employee is paid, or entitled to 

payment, for the performance of 

duties for the employer; and

Hourly Employees:

Actual Hours: Employer must calculate actual hours 

of service from records of hours worked and hour for 

which payment is made or due

- Generally pretty straightforward data from payroll

- Special exceptions for hard to track hours

Non-Hourly Employees (e.g., Salaried):

1) Actual Hours: Use actual hours of service from 

records of hours worked and for which payment is 

made or due;

2) Days-Worked Equivalency: Employee is credited 

with eight hours of service for each day the 

employee is paid or entitled to pay; or

3) Weeks-Worked Equivalency: Employee is 

credited with 40 hours of service for each week the 

employee is paid or entitled to pay

(2) Inactive Payments: Each hour for 

which an employee is paid, or entitled 

to payment by the employer for a 

period of time during which no duties 

are performed due to:

(a) Vacation,

(b) Holiday,

(c) Illness,

(d) Incapacity (including disability),

(e) Layoff,

(f) Jury duty,

(g) Military duty, or

(h) Leave of absence.

Treas. Reg. §54.4980H-3(b)

sets forth the calculation rules:
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Excluded From Hours of Service

• Workers’ compensation payments

• Unemployment payments

• State disability payments (or 
voluntary replacements to comply 
with state STD requirements)

• California SDI

• California Voluntary Plan

• Statutory disability plans (or private 
replacements) in Hawaii, New Jersey, 
New York, and Rhode Island

• Disability plan payments made from 
arrangements to which the 
employer did not directly or 
indirectly contribute

• Requires that the premium was 
exclusively paid by employee after-tax 
contributions to qualify

• IRS confirmed that payments are 
generally deemed to be made by 
the employer regardless of 
whether the payment is made 
directly by the employer

• For example, payments made from 
an insurance carrier or trust fund to 
the employee are still considered 
made by the employer

• Most disability payments (other 
than state statutory plans) count 
as hours of service if the 
employee has not been 
terminated from employment

• Includes STD and LTD—even 
where benefit payments made by 
carrier

Included in Hours of Service

Employees on Leave:
Inactive Payments and Hours of Service



The ACA’s Employer Mandate
2020 “Pay or Play” §4980H Penalties

§4980H(a)—The “A Penalty”

Aka: The “Sledge Hammer Penalty”
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§4980H(b)—The “B Penalty”

Aka: The “Tack Hammer Penalty”
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No Coverage Rights
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ADA Leave:
No Coverage Rights

EEOC FMLA/ADA Fact Sheet FAQ, Q/A-15:

• https://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/fmlaada.html

• 15. Q: Do the ADA and the FMLA require an employer to continue an employee's health insurance coverage during medical leave?

• A: Under the ADA, an employer must continue health insurance coverage for an employee taking leave or working part-time only if the employer 
also provides coverage for other employees in the same leave or part-time status. The coverage must be on the same terms normally provided to 
those in the same leave or part-time status. (emphasis added)

• Under the FMLA, an employer always must maintain the employee's existing level of coverage (including family or dependent coverage) under a 
group health plan during the period of FMLA leave, provided the employee pays his or her share of the premiums. An employer may not 
discriminate against an employee using FMLA leave, and therefore must also provide such an employee with the same benefits (e.g., life or 
disability insurance) normally provided to an employee in the same leave or part-time status.

Health Coverage Terminates (Even Though Employment Does Not)

• The employee may not be terminated from employment until after exhausting protected leave 
rights and/or the ability to continue coverage through a company leave policy

– Could take over a year to determine whether the employer is able to make an appropriate reasonable 

accommodation for a disabled employee (or if that would create an undue hardship)

• ADA does not come with any requirement to continue health coverage (unlike FMLA, CFRA, 
PDL, or another state equivalent)

• Health coverage will generally terminate after the protected leave period (if any) and company 
leave policy for coverage has ended—and the employee will have COBRA rights

– Loss of coverage caused by reduction in hours or failure to return from FMLA leave



Takeaways
Wrap Up
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Health Benefits While on Leave:
Takeaways

Employees on protected leave under FMLA, CFRA, or PDL (or another state 

equivalent) must have the option to continue active coverage at the active 

employee-share of the premium.  There are three methods for collecting 

payment.  COBRA rights apply upon failure to return.

For non-protected leaves, the default approach would be to terminate active 

coverage (and offer COBRA).  However, many employers have a leave policy to 

extend active coverage for some period where no protected leave is available, 

or after the protected leave period expires.  Be careful to coordinate this 

approach with the insurance carriers or stop-loss providers.

Applicable Large Employers subject to the ACA pay or play rules will need to 

pay particularly close attention to avoid potential tax penalty liability if they 

utilize the look-back measurement method to determine employees’ full-time 

status.  And don’t forget that ADA leave is not protected leave for coverage 

purposes—even if the employee has not been terminated from employment.

Three Key Points to Remember:

A

B

C
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Content Disclaimer

The intent of this analysis is to provide the recipient with general information regarding the status of,

and/or potential concerns related to, the recipient’s current employee benefits issues. This analysis

does not necessarily fully address the recipient’s specific issue, and it should not be construed as, nor

is it intended to provide, legal advice. Furthermore, this message does not establish an attorney-client

relationship. Questions regarding specific issues should be addressed to the person(s) who provide

legal advice to the recipient regarding employee benefits issues (e.g., the recipient’s general counsel or

an attorney hired by the recipient who specializes in employee benefits law).

ABD makes no warranty, express or implied, that adherence to, or compliance with any

recommendations, best practices, checklists, or guidelines will result in a particular outcome. ABD does

not warrant that the information in this document constitutes a complete list of each and every item or

procedure related to the topics or issues referenced herein. Federal, state or local laws, regulations,

standards or codes may change from time to time and the reader should always refer to the most

current requirements and consult with their legal and HR advisors for review of any proposed policies or

programs.

Health Benefits While on Leave
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